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WO'OSTER "If we would learn what theHE OICE human race really is at bot-tom, we need only observe it
in election times."
Serving the College of Wooster since 1883 Mark Twain
Vol. CXXI, Issue VIII
Tuition increase is inevitable
By Jakob Meils
Staff Writer
Although no official statement
has been made regarding the mat-
ter, College of Wooster students
can expect a tuition increase of
some kind for the next school'
year. The comprehensive fee has
gone approximately five percent
annually for the past 10 years.
According to the College
Board's recently released annual
tuition survey, the cost of attend-
ing a four-ye- ar college has
increased significantly for the sec-
ond consecutive year. Tuition at a
four-ye- ar private college has
increased by an average of six
percent," while four-ye-ar public
colleges have risen by over 10
percent. The data is found by
averaging the tuition and expens-
es from over 2,800 colleges
Ross exposes Middle East myths
Dennis Ross delivers the last in
Tuesday night in Mc Gaw Chapel
By Justine McCullough
Staff Writer
The final Forum lecture was
held on Oct. 26 at 7:30 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel and showcased
Ambassador Dennis Ross and his
presentation entitled "American
Politics and the Middle East: The
Missing Peace."
Ross is director and a Ziegler
distinguished fellow at the
Washington Institute for Near
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nationally. These figures leave
many Wooster students worried
about continual increases in the ,
future. '
"Wasn't there already a $1,900
increase for this school year?"
Greg DeCarolis '08 said. "I don't
know if I'll be able to handle the
the 2004 Wooster Forum series on
(Photo by Caroline Hotra).
East Policy with more than 20
years of experience in Soviet and
Middle East policy. He played a
leading role in the Middle Eastern
peace processes in the George H.
W. Bush and Bill Clinton adminis-
trations. A key figure in reaching
the 1995 Interim Agreement
between the Israelis and the
Palestinians, he also successfully
established the Hebron Accord in
1997, helped facilitate the Israel-Jorda- n
peace treaty in 1994, and
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burden of another one."
The same process is used every
year to establish what the compre-
hensive fee should be. The
Financial Advisory Committee, or
FAC, is comprised of faculty and
staff members and is responsible
See "Tuition," page 2
has made efforts to unify Israel
and Syria.
Currently, Ross is a foreign
affairs analyst for the Fox News
Channel. His articles have
appeared in "World Politics,"
"Political Science Quarterly",
"Orbis," "International Security"
and "Journal of Strategic
Studies." He is also a contributor
to "The Washington Post," "The
Wall Street Journal," "The Los
Angeles Times" and "The New
York Times."
Professor of Political Science
Jeff Lands introduced Ross as
"one of the major players of the
Middle East peace process and
shared with the audience a quote
from Bill Clinton: "No one
worked harder for peace than
Dennis ... he has provided us with
an account of what happened that
is essential to understanding the
past as well as the possible paths
to the future."
Ross recently authored the criticall-
y-acclaimed novel about his
experiences with the Israelis and
the Palestinians entitled "The
See Torumt"page 2
IPO in search of a
long-ter-m
By Justin Hart
News Editor
With the departure of Rose
Falkner, the director of, the
International Programs Office
(IPO), earlier this semester, the
College has been making progress
in its search for a permanent
replacement IPO director.
"We received oyer 80 applica-
tions and ... we did preliminary
interviews on the phone with eight
people," said Vice President for
Academic Affairs Iain Crawford.
From those telephone inter-
views, the applicant field was nar-
rowed still further to three final-
ists. All three have been invited to
the College for face-to-fa- ce inter-
views.
"As with most searches, when
finalists come to campus they
meet with a variety of people and
constituencies," said Crawford.
"In the case of the IPO Director
candidates, they meet, for exam-
ple, with the search committee,
the registrar, the assistant dean for
international students, a group of
faculty, the student workers in the
IPO, and President Hales," he
said. "The intent, of course, is to
give them a wide view of the
College and to allow the search
committee to receive feedback
from many of the people and
offices with whom the director
will work."
"We hope we'll be making an
offer very soon," Crawford said.
.
"We would like to have a new
director in place by January the
first."
"The people who made it to the
top are highly qualified," he said,
noting that all four candidates
hold Ph.Ds. Crawford said,
"We're very excited about the
October 29, 2004
director
kind of quality" that the College
expects from the job candidates.
"For the rest of this semester,
Nicola Kille ... is serving as inter-
im director. She is in the office on
Thursdays and she can be reached
there," said Crawford.
"She also directs the ambassa-
dors' program," Crawford said.
That is Kille's permanent posi-
tion, which she will continue to
hold after a new IPO director is
hired.
Crawford said that he was "glad
to find such good support" from
Kille in directing the IPO.
Kille said that she officially
began as IPO interim director on
Oct. 28. She took the office from
David Wilkin, who had served as
interim director since Falkner's
departure.
Kille will be in the office, locat-
ed in Overholt House, . on
Thursdays from 9:30 a.m. to 12
p.m. and from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
"I am there to sign paperwork
for the people who have upcom-
ing application deadlines, and to
generally keep the department
ticking over," Kille said. "I will
not be advising people who want
to study abroad that will be the
responsibility of the new person
who will hopefully start in
January."
"I am not involved at all in the
search for a new director," said
Kille.
Crawford said that what he
called the "big rush" to register
for study abroad is already over
for this semester, because the
deadline to register for the study
abroad for Spring 2005 was Oct.
1. He said that students may still
register at the International
Programs Office to study abroad
for the semester of Fall 2005.
inside ...
Voters across the country will take to the polls on
Tuesday. The Voice takes a comprehensive look at the
upcoming election, from the candidates to the issues.
For more, see page 3.
News
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Tuition hike to occur
Tuition
continued frojn p. 1
for discussing the comprehensive
fee. They assess the budget infor-
mation for the College and make a
recommendation to the president
based on what they've found.
The president reviews their rec-
ommendation and then makes his
own to the Board of Trustees The
Board, which consists of Wooster
alumni, reviews the information
and makes a decision eventually
makes a decision regarding the
matter. '
If an increase in tuition is estab-- .
lished, students can expect a small
increase in need-base- d aid as well.
The aid increase, however, is not
proportional to the increase in
tuition.
"We try to increase students'
need based aid by a fraction of the
cost increase," Director of
Financial Aid David Miller said.
"We bear some of it, the student
bears some of the cost increase."
Increasing tuition has caused
students across the country to rely
more heavily on loans. From 2002
Houck lectures on '55 slaying
By Leah Koontz
Asst. News Editor
Wooster alumnus and Florida
State University Associate
Professor of Communication
Davis Houck '89 gave a lecture on
Monday, Oct. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in
Lean Lecture Hall of Wishart
Hal, in which he discussed the
murder in of a black American
named Emmet Till, among other
moments of violence in the civil
rights struggle. Houck's civil-righ- ts
history class had taken a
fieldtrip to the Mississippi Delta
to study this event.
Till was a 14 year-ol- d black
male beaten to death in August,
1955, for saying "Bye, Baby" to a
white store owner, Caroline
Bryant, at the Bryant Store in
Money, Mississippi. He had been
battered so badly he was only rec-
ognizable by his father's ring on
his finger. Till's tongue had been
cut out, his right eye dislocated,
to 2004, a report by the College
Board asserts federal education
loans have increased by 13 per-
cent after 'adjusting for inflation
and borrowing from private
lenders has increased by 43 per-
cent. Wooster students are no
exception.
"Do you know how much I
have out in loans right now?"
Ashley Green ,t '07 said. "I'm
ifoing to be paying them off for
the rest of my life. I can't handle
another price increase. Another
bad aspect of this situation is, I
can only have so many loans1 in
my name, and the rest are put in
my parents' names. So that puts a
horrible burden on them as well."
Ayanda Mutere '07 agreed. "I
have five loans and my parents
.have even more. I "came to this
school thinking it would be a set
price, and now I'm having a hard
time already keeping up with the
increases. And then in grad school
I'll accumulate even more."
While the comprehensive fee
has increased consistently over
the last several years, an official
decision is not announced until
January.
his nose broken in several places
and a 75-pou- nd gin washer tied
around his neck to submerge his
body in the Tallahatchie River.
His mother, Mamie Bradley,
insisted on an open-cask- et funeral
for her son to draw national and
international attention to the hor-
ror of the crime. An estimated
600,000 viewers came to pay their
respects, and photos of Till's body
were shown in four publications,
including "Jet" magazine, "The
Chicago Defender," "The Crisis"
and "The Pittsburgh Courier."
The accused were 24 year-ol- d
Roy Bryant and 36 year-ol- d J.W.
Milam. The five-da- y trial marked
the first time in history black citi-
zens testified on the side of the
prosecution, but both men were
acquitted in 67 minutes. Houck
said the jurors were quoted as say-
ing, "We made it look good by
pausing for some cokes." Bryant
and Milam confessed to the mur-
ders less than four months later to
2
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Middle East myths 'exposed
in final Forum series lecture
Forum
continued from p. 1
Missing Peace: The Inside Story
of the Fight for Middle East
Peace.":'. .' 5
,
. .Ross explained jthat he wrote
his book to expose mythologies
held by this region and point out
llope that liesAvithin' the tension.
"I know Something about all the.
regionsibf the 'world, but f've real-
ized thaf the Middle East is. con-
sumed by these , mythologies.
Peace must be madi based on
reality ... and lessons learrie'd
from the past." 1
.
The first myth Ross exposed
was that the Palestinians made no
concessions of borders. "In fact,"
he said, "Yasser Arafat didn't,
buf, he negotiators .did ... there
were credible Palestinians who
wqre ready to make concessions."
Next, he pointed out that
Arafat's version of what was
offered to him in the peace plan
reporter William Bradford Huie
but legally could not be tried
twice for the same crime. Houck
quoted them as saying,
"Unapologetic flirting with white
women meant you was sic tired
of living." The law office that
defended Bryant and Milam is
still in business.
Houck's class tour guide was
Reverend Edwin King, a civil
rights activist slated to die for his
involvement in the cause. A 50-m- an
police detail saved King that
night. Members of the
.
White
Citizens Organization also drove
King off the road and he is recog-
nizable in photographs due to a
permanently disfigured jaw from
that incident. Houck said "The
Delta region is more a state of
mind than a region," Houck said.
He went on to discuss how
police dogs had been used to ter-
rorize student activists, and other
See "Houck," page 4
"Peace must be made based on reality . . . and
lessons learned from the past."
--Ambassador Dennis Ross
was incorrect. According to,
Arafat, Ross said, "No self-respecti- ng
Palestinian could have
accepted what was offered."
Arafat said he. had been offered
areas of land that were not unified
and had jno borders with Jordan,
' though in actuality he had been
, given "100 percent of the Gaza
, t Strip, 97 percent of the West Bank
I and all Arab neighborhoods of
Eas Jerusalem."
-
" Ultimately,' Ross believes that
there cannot be peace until Arab
leaders are "prepared to make
legitimate compromise." They
need to "discredit terror" and
become more accepting of ideas
for peace. Also, Israelis must "get
out of the lives of Palestinians."
, ."If Gaza is not presenting a threat
to Israel, then why are the Israelis
sending troops?" Ross asked.
Ross encouraged Americans to
change their views as well. "We
need to get back in the game, in
the business of diplomacy ...
whoever is elected on Nov. 2 must
start this diplomacy again."
Tracy Piatt '08 noted a similari-
ty between the lectures of Ross
and previous Forum speaker Jane
Goodall. "They had a common
theme of making an effort to
improve our world for the future."
She also commented on the
people in attendance from the sur-
rounding community: "There
were people there who were
Jewish and Palestinian. I noticed
tension between the different
opinions the Palestinian
woman who commented obvious-
ly had a very different view than
Ross, and they basically agreed to
disagree."
Ambassador Ross signed copies
of his book following the lecture.
Dene asks "Is it possible
to be black and gay?"
s
Professor of English Terry Rowden, Professor of Religious Studies
Chuck Kammer and Visiting Instructor of Sociology and
Anthropology Jason Shelton participate in a panel discussion
sponsored by the Women of Dene on Thursday Oct. 14 in Lowry
Pit. They explored from their various disciplines what it means for
a person to be black, male and homosexual in American society
(Photo by Caroline Hotra).
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Four days remain until Decision '04
A preview of the ballot in Wooster, in Ohio and across the country
Four for president
By Christopher Beck:
'Associate Editor
Ohio has several choices to
make on Nov 2. Not only is Ohio
a key state in the presidential
election but also there are also
several important and heated
local elections.
For President, Ohio will choose
between the incumbent, George
W. Bush (R) and his running mate
Dick Cheney and John F. Kerry
(D) and his running mate John
Edwards. In addition, there is' a
Libertarian party candidate,
Michael Badnarik with running
mate' Richard V. Campagna.
There is also a Constitution party
candidate, Michael A. Peroutka
with vice-president- ial candidate
Chuck Baldwin.
Badnarik is a graduate of the
University of Indiana. He was a
candidate for the Texas House of
Representatives in 2000 and
2002. Campagna has a bachelor's
degree from Brown University,
Masters degrees from New York
University and Columbia
University, a law degree from St.
John's University, and a Ph.D.
Marriage
By Colin Nusbaum
Staff Writer
On Nov. 2, hundreds of newly
registered College of Wooster stu-
dents will also have the opportuni-
ty to affect specific state and
county ballot initiatives.
Efforts by several groups on
campus will result in many
Wooster students casting ballots
in Wayne County for the first
time. In addition to media-covere- d
candidate races, C.O.W. resi-
dents have numerous decisions to
make about particular state and
local issues.
Issue 1 requires a statewide
vote over a subject that has been
at the center of much political dis-
course and intense debate
throughout the nation about the
definition of marriage. The first
TUT! lWffif
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Illustration by Julia Hendrickson.
from the American College of
Metaphysical Theology. He has
worked in various positions
including business and law.
Bardnarik opposes the decision to
go to war and Iraq and the Patriot
Act. He also opposes all govern-
ment regulation of the economic
sphere. He thinks that government
should not prohibit gay marriage
amendment among ballot initiatives
issue on the ballot seeks to amend
the constitution of the State of
Ohio by adopting a completely
new section within Article XV.
JThere are 11 states with similar
issues on the ballot like Ohio's
proposed Section 11 that would
specifically define a valid, state-recogniz- ed
marriage as a "union
between one' man and one
woman." The section would fur-
ther prohibit the creation or recog-
nition of "a legal status
,
for rela-
tionships of unmarried individuals
that intends to approximate the
design, qualities, significance or
effect of marriage."
While Ohio Secretary of State,
J. Kenneth Blackwell has distrib-
uted information about the state
issue, a community sponsored
program entitled "The Facts about
Issue 1: What Would the Marriage
Amendment Really Do?" sought
on ballot
and he supports ending drug pro-
hibition. ' !
Peroutka graduated from
Loyola College and then the
attended Law school at the
University of Baltimore. He
serves as the Chairman of the
Constitution Party of Maryland.
Chuck Baldwin has made his
See "Candidates," page 4
to educate local Wooster voters on ,
the fundamental amendment pro-
posal this past Tuesday. Many
community residents attended the
presentation led by BevJaleyi
member of Ohioans for Marriage
Equality. The program clarified
specific legal ramifications, eco-
nomic effects and outlined a liber-
al Christian religious perspective.
The presentation clearly indicat-
ed that Ohio's newspapers and
Republican officials have disap-
proved of the amendment, and
Caley claimed, "Issue l's language
is very vague and problematic." ;
Most attendees of the presenta-
tion were outspokenly opposed to
the amendment. However, opin-
ions on the College of Wooster
campus are somewhat varied.
"I would be hesitant to make a
decision either way because the
substantive issues presented may
Beckwith explains
voting procedures
This will be the first time many Wooster students have voted in a
presidential election. ' Professor of Political Science Karen
Beckwith, in conjunction with The College Democrats, hosted a dis-
cussion on Oct. 27, that gave an overview of what voters should
expect at the polls. '
Students should keep in mind the following on Nov. 2:
1) Know your polling location.
College students are divided into two precincts. Voters in precincts
2C and 2D will vote at St. Mary's Parish House on Beall and
Bowman. Voters in precinct 2E vote at the Sunrise Assisted Living
on Cleveland Road.
2) Bring proper identification.
Aside from their registration cards, students should bring a current
valid photo I.D. such as a driver's license or passport or a current
utility bill, bank statement, government check, paystub or govern-
ment issued document showing a local address.
3) Know the proper prodecure.
When in the voting booth, first make sure that the ballot has not
been tampered with and insert it into the voting machine. Make
sure chads are not hanging, pregnant or otherwise damaged. Note
that the state of Ohio has no way for voters to vote "straight party."
Beckwith also advised students to research candidates before they
go to their polling locations on Tuesday.
Polls open at 6:30 a.m. and close at 7:30 p.m.
differ from the actual procedural
application of the amendment,"
said Matt Long '05, co-cha- ir of
the College Republicans.
Allies and Queers Vice
President Adrianne Sharrock '05
said "I can't believe it's even an
issue." Sharrock said that the Ohio
Defense of Marriage Act already
prevents same-gend- er marriage
she said, "I'm shocked we even
have to vote on any of this."
The city of Wooster's Issue 1 1
is another proposal on which stu-
dents can decide on Election Day.
Issue 1 1 would continue a current
practice of the city's Municipal
Income Tax Code Rules and
Regulations. Essentially, passage
of this proposal would allow the
taxation of corporate shareholders
profits.
Also on this year's ballot are
several applications for liquor
permits. Registered students may
vote on Issue 12, which outlines
Discount Drug Mart's application
for the permitted sale of wine and
mixed beverages on Sunday
While-t-
he Wooster Drug Mart at
629 Beall Avenue currently is able
to sell liquor Monday through
Saturday, the permit, would
authorize alcohol sale each
Sunday between the hours of 1
p.m. and 12 a.m. Similarly, Issue
14 includes the Wal-Ma- rt
Supercenter's application for the
same permit. In the past, the com-
munity has not approved the sale
of alcoholic beverages. .
Although most locally regis-
tered students will not vote on the
issue, the College of Wooster is
applying for a standard D-- 3 liquor
permit. Issue 13 proposes the sale
of "spirituous liquor" within the
restaurant in the Wooster Inn.
News .. . 4
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Notable grad delivers lecture
Houck
continued from p. 2
southern activists being forced to
drink from a public trough that
police spit in.
Houck's students picked cotton
while they were in the Delta
region, saw the remains of the
Bryant Store, the home of J.W.
Milam, Morgan Freeman's blues
club and ate lunch in Greenwood,
a town famous for the black sit-i- ns
that demanded service for people
of all colors at the lunch counter,
which had inspired sit-i- ns across
the nation.
"There is no public memorializ-
ing of any of these sights, although
Luther Brown at Delta State wants
to raise the money himself to do
just that," Houck said.
Houck believed that the trip
had been good for his class "some
way or another we could now
understand the injustice a little
News Brief
Professor of Religious Studies
Charles Kammer presented the
final lecture in the 36th annual
Lay Academy of Religion series
on Oct. 27 at 7 p.m. in Room 009
of Severance Hall.
Rammer's lecture was entitled
"Ethics
.
as Spiritual
Transformation: The Gospel of
John and the Search for Moral
Guidance."
He discussed the ethical dimen-
sions of the Gospel of John and
how this Gospel can help with
ethical decisions in the contempo-
rary world, continuing this year's
theme of "Rediscovering the
Gospel of John."
The first five lectures were held
on Sept. 22 and 29 and on Oct. 6
13 and 20.
OPEN PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE MEETING
The Publications Committee
will hold an open meeting in
Lowry Pit on Nov. 9 at 7 p.m.
All staff, faculty and students
are welcome and encouraged
to attend.
more," he said. "However, the
prejudice and murderous hatred
still eluded us."
When Houck was asked how he
could teach about civil rights in
such a 'way that would cause stu-
dents to truly understand he said,
"You have to ask the right ques-
tions. If you just ask 'What do
you think of the current racial cli-
mate?' it leads back to affirmative
action and how black people want
more stuff and at that point
you've lost it."
Houck said it was most impor-
tant for students to familiarize
themselves with all the historical
literature on the subject in order
to really have a context and sym-
pathy for the topic.
Professor of Communication
Studies, Denise Bostdorff, who
was instrumental in bringing
Houck to campus, said, "The mur-
der of Emmett Till put a spotlight
on racial hatred in this country
and motivated citizens to work
Success of
transcends
hard for change. In thcnearly 50
years since Till's death, we've
come a long way, but as the
recent incident in Bornhuetter
Hall demonstrates we still have
a great deal of work to do, even
here on campus."
Bostdorff pointed out that
Houck presented a variation on
the talk given at Wooster as the
keynote address this past July at
the Hope at Luther Conference, a
teaching-oriente- d, conference for
communication faculty.
Houck also presented research
at the annual meetings of the
National Communication
Association, the Southern States
Communication Association and
the National Conference on
Presidential Rhetoric. '
Houck is the author of four
books, including one for which he
received a Pulitzer Prize nomina-
tion in history, "FDR and Fear
rtself: The First Inaugural
Address."
homecoming
football game
VII. ' ' I
A child is helped with a harness at the rock climbing wall that
was part of Wooster Activities Crew's Homecoming Carnival. The
carnival , which began at 11 a.m., alsofeatured inflatables, photo
keychains, popcorn and beverages. The day also featured a per-
formance by the alumni band at the football game where Wooster
defeated Oberlin 59-1- 3 (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
Voinovich,
vie for US
Candidates
continued from p. 3
career has a talk show host and
preacher. According to Peroutka's
Eric Fingerhut (D)
Senate Candidate
official campaign Web site, he
hopes to "defend America against
' enemies domestic and foreign and
return to a Republic of self-governi- ng
states whose laws are root-
ed in Biblical principles."
Peroutka also opposes the war
and Iraq. If elected, he would
remove all governmental influ-
ence on education and work to
secure jobs for more Americans.
Another important election is
for the United States Senate
'between Eric Fingerhut (D) and
George Voinovich (R). If elected,
Fingerhut would work to provide
incentives for people starting
businesses, and reduce the federal
budget deficit.
Fingerhut also wants to make
student loans fully tax deductible
and increase funding for Pell
Grants. Voinovich would reduce
taxes and provide tax incentives to
. businesses. He supports school
vouchers and local control of edu
Fingerhut
Senate seat
cation and hopes to secure more
funding for education programs.
Fingerhut, a resident of Shaker
Heights, OH, is a graduate of
Northwestern University and
Stanford Law school. He lost his
v
George Voinovich (R)
Senate Candidate
congressional re-elect- ion cam-
paign in 1994 and went on to
serve in the Ohio Senate for six
years. Voinovich is the former
mayor of Cleveland and governor
of Ohio and is seeking his second
term. He currently serves on the
Foreign Relations Committee.
Ralph Regula (R), is up for re-
election after his 16th term as the
representative in congress for the
16th district. His challenger is Jeff
Seemann (D) of Canton, Ohio.
Cheryl Noah (R) and Glen
Russell (D) are running for
County Commissioner. Both ran
unopposed in the primary.
Martin Frantz (R) and Suzanne
Waldron (D) will compete for the
position of prosecuting attorney!
For a complete list of the posi-
tions up for election and the can-
didates, visit the Wayne County
Board of Elections website at
http:wayne.sssnet.comVOTE9
9 .TXT:
2004-200- 9 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A group of faculty and Uff who are available to confidentially assist
urvlvor of, or those who know turvtvort of sexual assault. For
assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
MaryBader
Heather Fitz Gibbon
PamFrese
Dianna Kardulias
Carroll Meyer
Longbrake
Kauke 129A
Kauke7
Kauke 8
The Lilly House
Westminster Church
Ext 2319
Ext 2357
Ext. 2371
Ext 2256
Ext 2301
Ext 2208
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext. 2319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext. 2602. To report an assault, contact the Wooster
City Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or 330-264-333- 3, or Security at Ext 2590.
Viewpoints
Voice Editorials
Represents the opinion of The Voice Editorial Board
Educate yourself, then vote
So now that virtually every group in existence has attempted to per
suade everyone to register to vote, now comes the important part
actually knowing what you are voting for. Anyone can mindlessly fill
out forms that same approach should not be taken when it comes
to voting. Please take the time to educate yourself before filling out
your ballot. Get to know not only the presidential candidates, but also
politicians and issues on a local and state level. Learn what a candi-
date stands for do not simply rely on the media to display their per-
sonality traits and anecdotes. Also keep in mind that while we may
only live in the Wooster community nine months out of the year, the
citizens of thexcity are affected by our votes for local issues and can-
didates year round. The Internet is the easiest place to obtain infor-
mation on local, state and national issues. Check out the Ohio League
of Women Voter's Web site at www.lwvohio.org, Project Vote Smart
at www.vote-smart.or- g and www.politicalinformation.com a
search engine for politics and policy.
Tuition hikehopeless debt
This College has a lot of positive
grams are excellent, the campus is beautiful and the college commu-
nity provides a good living atmosphere. There is, however, a cold hard
fact. This college is expensive. It gets more expensive every year.
Less of the tuition is covered by financial aid every year. And every
year, the Wooster liberal arts education, becomes less and less worth
the cost and the debt. This tuition is
more attractive for upperclassmen.
more competitive graduate schools must face more debt, or the prac-
tical disappointment of not going. Those of us who get jobs after grad-
uating must consider what thousands of dollars of debt means for get
ting a car, an apartment or eventually a house. Is there nothing that the
College can do? Is there nothing that students can do? This year, the
education and experience may be worth it. However, next year, or the
year after, this may not be the case.
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Faculty distribution is weak
The College of Wooster prides
itself on independent learning and
.
personal connections between the
faculty and the
student body.
As students at
Wooster, we are
given numer-
ous opportuni-
ties to form
sarahcore , deeP bonds
with professors
who are passionate about teaching.
I should know, because as a tour
guide for four years at Wooster, that
is what I have told countless
prospective students.
But I am not confident spewing
these pearls of information upon
bright-eye- d high schoolers any-
more because I am worried by the
lack of educators. It is here, in our
strongest area, that we are starting
to fail. We have an unequal bal-
ance of professors between
departments at Wooster, and bur
system needs to be fixed before
breaks down any further.
The College's brightest minds
lie within the halls of academia,
where our professors have worked
harder than their paychecks some-
times say they should to make
sure Wooster has highly educated
and independent thinkers. In
many areas of study, however, I
see our faculty swamped by stu-
dents and classes and tasks and
trying to make time on a schedule
that does not allow for quality
education.
In Wishart there hangs a large
bulletin board with smiling phot-
ographs of this year's junior and
senior majors in the
Communication Department. A
simple count will reveal that there
are a total of 37 senior and 3 1 jun-
ior Communication and
Communication Sciences and
Disorders majors. This semester,
there are five professors to act as
senior and junior I.S. advisors and
run 15 different courses and pro- -
Editor:
"We have, an unequal balance ofprofessors
between departments at Wooster, and our sys-
tem needs to be fixed " .
grams. That means that each fac-
ulty member has seven or eight
seniors and an average of three
juniors to meet with as well as
three classes to teach once a week,
and one interdepartmental course
being taught by the chair. Keep in
mind that this department's facul-
ty is fully staffed, with four
tenured professors and one visit-
ing professor. The College is hir-
ing another CSD professor for the
department next year, which will
help lighten the current CSD pro-
fessor's load of 1 1 rising seniors.
In comparison, the English
department currently has 40 sen-
ior and 39 junior majors. There
are 10 professors teaching 19
classes this semester, which are
just four more courses than the
Communication department but
double the amount of faculty. Six
professors are advising senior I.S.
students this semester and they
each have five seniors to meet
with once a week, while two pro-
fessors teach junior I.S. courses
with roughly a dozen in each
class.
Each faculty member has an
average of two classes to teach
once a week, not including four
interdepartmental courses the
English department is taking on.
Including two professors who are
currently on leave, there are a
total of 12 professors in the
-
department nine tenured, one
tenure-trac- k and two visiting
assistant professors.
From the numbers listed above,
it is clear that the English depart-
ment has more time to spread
itself over different projects,
allowing professors to go on leave
and assisting other departments
while the Communication depart-
ment is stretched thin when they
Matthew Foulds
are fully staffed. Adding one
more professor to Communication
is clearly not enough, especially
when a department with double
the amount of faculty has the
same amount of students. I am not
trying to pick on any one depart-
ment for having an excess or a
lack of professors, but I am trying
to show the faculty disparity
between two largely populated
academic majors at Wooster.
I could go on and show the
problems that lie within other aca-
demic departments who have a
lack of permanent professors but I
don't have the time or space to
point out every statistical problem
because there are numerous ones.
What I do see, though, is that
not enough is being done to
acquire more professors. Every
year as I search the course sched-
ule catalogue, I am disappointed
to discover the classes I want to
take are no longer offered,
because the professors are not
there to teach them.
Students want more professors
so we can be taught better, with a
faculty that is not overworked. I
am disheartened when I see
groups of students working with
committees and being dragged
through hoops trying to prove
why they want and need more
professors. The College needs to
, ,
focus not just on becoming better
tfirmioh new ViiiilrlinoQ mnrp
equipment and nicer amenities,
but on the basics, like professors
to teach the students. If they are
not here, what is the point of a
Wooster exerience?
Sarah Core is the Managing
Editor for the Voice. She can be
reached for commment at
scorewooster.edu.
Editorial Policy
The Voice encourages all letters-to-the-edit- or. Letters must include a telephone number, and
they must be received by 5 p.m. on Monday for Friday publication. Electronic submissions via e-m- ail
are encouraged to be sent to voiceviewpointswooser.edu. The staff asks that letters be
limited to 500 words. Some letters may not be printed. The Voice reserves the right to hold and
grammatically proof any letter it receives.
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Cast that senatorial
vote for Voinovich
This election year marks an
incredibly .close presidential race in
Ohio, but thankfully Ohioans have
an easier choice to make for the
; , Senatorial race.
The incumbent,
Senator George
J V. Voinovich
faces the chal-
lenge of the less
katiefoulds experienced
.
Eric tSngerhut.
Even Ohioans
lacking political interest have heard
the name Voinovich. He has acted
as a political savior to Ohio
throughout his career in public
service. He has been a member of
the Ohio House of Representatives
(1967-1971- ), Cuyahoga Country
Auditor( 1 97 1 -- 1 976), Cuyahoga
County Commissioner (1977-1978- ),
Lieutenant Governor of
Ohio (1979), Mayor of the City of
Cleveland (1979-1988- ), Governor
of Ohio (1990-1998- ), and a United
States Senator (1998-present- ). This
myriad of political experience is
incredible compared to Fingerhut's
one term as a member of the United
States House of Representatives,
and his current position as an Ohio
State Senator.
Bom and raised in Cleveland,
Voinovich has continually made his
native state a priority. His dedica-
tion and love of Ohio has devoted
him to the people of the state and
the improvement of Ohio life. In
the late 1970s, Cleveland was the
first major city to declare bankrupt-
cy since the depression.
After his - election to mayor,-Voinov- ich
began a regiment to
rebuild Cleveland into a thriving
city. His insistence upon bipartisan
coalition efforts to cultivate debt-reduci- ng
programs led to
Cleveland's eventual escape from
debtor status, placing it on the road
to future economic growth.
.
Because of Senator Voinovich's
work in Cleveland, it was the only
city to be named "All-Ameri- ca
City" three times in five years.
Before Senator Voinovich's elec-
tion to Governor, Ohio was in a
recession. After his entrance to
office and much work and dedica-
tion, Voinovich balanced the budg-
et. He initiated governmental
reform, created 500,000 new jobs,
and enacted tax cuts. When
Voinovich left office, unemploy-
ment was at a 25 year low, and wel-
fare dependency declined due to his
job training programs. Voinovich's
continued activism for education
placed Ohio among the national
leaders in support for the Head
Start program. These progressive
advances in Ohio during the
Voinovich administration restored
it to the position of a prosperous
state. Such success is indicative of
the mantra that has guided
Voinovich throughout his political
career. Whenever new legislation is
placed in front of him, Voinovich
has constantly been quoted as ask-
ing, "How does it help Ohio?"
Senator Voinovich also remains
steadfast in his support of the War
on Terror. Most importantly he
believes in providing the necessary
resources and support to the men
and women who protect our coun-
try. He ensures the safety of
Americans and Ohioans by consis-
tently collaborating with other U.S.
Senators to provide funding to
states to protect against bioterror-is- m.
Furthermore, by actually trav-
eling to the Middle East to take part
in on-goi- ng peace talks, Voinovich
has distinguished himself as a sup-
porter for the War on Terror who
does not depend upon rigid party
lines to voice his support
Senator Voinovich has proved
the quality of his character and his
stellar leadership skills. For the
work and dedication .he has put
into our state, he deserves every
Ohioan's vote. Because of his
firm political roots, Voinovich has
the ability to understand the issues
pertaining to Ohioans and he
knows what will affect Ohio posi-
tively. His experience in local,
state, and national politics gives
him the knowledge and under-
standing to enact continual suc-
cess as an Ohio leader.
Katie Foulds is the more con-
servative and more intelligent
younger sister of Viewpoints
Editor Matt Foulds. She can be
reached for comment on her edi-
torial at KFoulds08wooster.edu
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Fulfill your local obligations
To the editors, :
The 2004 election will decide
who controls the White House,
the U.S. Senate and House of
Representatives and many state
legislatures across the country.
This election will decide the fate
of issues central to women's lives:
reproductive rights, civil rights,,
human rights, global peace and
national security, global trade and
economic policies, women's eco-
nomic equality, and the protection
of our environmental resources.
Young women have the potential
to be a powerful voice in this elec-
tion. In the 2000 election, 55 mil-
lion women did not vote, of that --
22 million were between the ages
of 18 to 24.
Hundreds of students on this
campus have registered as Ohio
voters because Ohio will be a
swing state in the election. Many
Wooster citizens complain that
college students will negatively
impact the local election because
we are not educated about local
issues. For the four years that we
are students here, we are part of
the Wooster community. As vot-
ing community members, we
have a civic responsibility to be
educated at the voting booth .on
Nov
.
2. The women on this cam-
pus have the ability to make deci
sions concerning reproductive
rights, civil rights, pay equity and
other important issues.
Linda Houston, the President of
the Wayne Country Federated
Democratic Women, supports
Carol White Millhoan and
Suzanne Waldron as progressive
local candidates, and Jeff
Seemann at the ward level for rep-
resentative to Congress. As the
Democratic candidate, Seemann
is pro-choic- e, supports affirmative
action, universal health care, an
increase of minimum wage and
increased educational funding.
He supports federal tax incentives
to help families save for college,-a-nd
supports environmental pro-
tection. Suzanne Waldron is run-
ning for the Wayne county prose-
cuting attorney. Waldron has had
more than 15 years of legal expe-
rience. As a progressive,
Democratic woman, Waldron will
be an advocate for local women.
Carol White Millhoan is up for re-
election this Nov. 2. She has had
8 years experience as the Clerk of
Courts. Millhoan has devoted 20
years to the Wayne County
Courts. Her opponent on the
other hand has no experience in
the courts.
These candidates are only 3 of
the 14 on the Ohio Democratic- -
ticket. To find out more informa- -
tion visit the local Democratic
headquarters in downtown
Wooster. Two helpful, non-partisa- n,
Web sites include www.vote-smart.or- g
(Project Vote Smart) and
www.lwv.org (League of Women
Voters). Here voters can find more
information on local and national
candidates and issues.
To be sure you are not disen-
franchised as a voter, be sure you
know when and where you are
voting. Remember election day is
this coming Tuesday, Nov 2.
Most people are also unaware of
their polling places. A voter's
polling place is specific to the
voter's address. The voter's name
will be on the rolls at the polling
place assigned to herhim. Go to
www.vote-smart.or-g if you are
unsure of your polling place.
Finally, be sure to bring a form of
identification, like a driver's
license, to the voting booth. As a
college student, you may be asked
to prove your residency. Proof of
residency can be as simple as a
posted envelope with your name
and college address.
--Emily Walters '06
--Jackie Arcy '07
The Voide, Friday, October 29, 2004
Why do we still protest SOA? Local races have
To the editors,
. Recently, I have seen fliers for
the yearly organizing of a protest
against the School of the
Americas (SOA). Once again I
.
cannot help but think that students
on this campus do not protest
wisely. First of all, the SOA does
not exist any more. The Western
Hemisphere Institute for Security
Cooperation, as the special forces
training center at Fort Benning,
Ga., is now called, is a school that
teaches police forces how to fight
the War on Drugs. Second, why
not solve the problems of America
first? After all, there are many
problems at home so why protest
an organization that is trying to fix
some of the problems this country
created during the Cold War?
I am surprised that such an
"informed" campus does not
protest things of national impor-
tance: such as the Missile
Defense program and the idea of
a new generation of strategic and
tactical thermonuclear weapons.
As of today, five interceptors
have been deployed in Alaska.
Now, while I am probably the
strongest advocate for a missile
defense program on campus, I
am strongly against the deploy-
ment of this system. First, as
To the editors,
There are few things I devote
my time to and inherently enjoy:
art, politics, and community serv-
ice. This letter is about the last
one. I am running the Community
Bike Program.
.
The Community
bikes- - around campus are are dis
tinctive yellow bikes; they are all
named and have "The College of
Wooster" painted on them as well.
The program objective is to
decrease the amount of pollution.
The simple fact remains that motor
vehicles cause 97 of lead in the
atmosphere, 83 of carbon
monoxide and 80 of benzene
pollution in the atmosphere. Lead
is proven to lower intelligence in
children, carbon monoxide causes
breathing problems and benzene
causes leukemia.
Admittedly, most of my deci-
sions are selfish; I spend most of
my time seeing friends, partying,
and studying. However, thinking
anyone interested in American
military history will tell you,
rushed half measures rarely end
up very good. The system is not
the best that America can do.
This is because it is not the most
effective system. This is because
of the National Missile Defense
Act of 1999, which states "It is
the policy of the United States to
deploy as soon as is technologi-
cally possible an effective
National Missile Defense system
capable of defending the territo-
ry of the United States against
limited ballistic missile attack,"
forced a system to be rushed into
place without being made ready.
Second, such a shield would
enable this, along with any
future administration, to take the
Bush Doctrine to the next level.
That is to launch a preemptive
first strike.
This may seem insignificant,
however, the present administra-
tion is looking into the deploy-
ment of tactical nuclear weapons
for the use of "bunker busting," a
task we already have weapons
for. The present administration is
8-- 12 months if given the exec-
utive order of Congress from
testing nuclear weapons again, in
violation of many treaties. This is
about the environment and sustain-
able living is important This is an
excellent way to combine thought
and action. Although, I am not a
child and survived the lead poison-
ing, it still affects me. Gas is
expensive. The Bike Program was
- set up to be a service to those in the "
community. Another fact remains:
it's fun to ride a bicycle. So, this is
where the Community Bike
Program steps in. The bikes can be
used to get from class to class or
can be borrowed from Kate House
with a lock to go off-camp- us.
Flat out, the bikes are old. They
are mostly donated or given to us
by the policesecurity departments
after months of sitting abandoned
on the racks. Please respect them
as your own when you ride one.
Basically, the program will not
function if all the bikes are ruined.
It also will not function if people
keep' the bikes in their rooms or
houses.
not wild speculation or craziness.
This is fact. While I do support
the development of a new genera-
tion of strategic nuclear weapons
as a deterrent, I am very fright-
ened of anyone that thinks about
moving nuclear weapons from the
"use only when attacked first" to
"just another bomb" category.
If the potential destruction of
small nations does not affect you,
what about the fact that America
only has half of the flu vaccine
needed? Or the fact that the pres-
ent administration has allowed
the sunset of the ban on assault
weapons?
These are not things that might
happen, these are things that will
andor have happened. Not
specters from the past but phan-
toms of the future, and I can't
believe that people are not talk-
ing about these issues. But, I
guess the "SOA" really is that
important that people are willing
to blindly protest while ignoring
all else. Know what you are
protesting against.
You are at the College of
Wooster to learn and become a
better person so that in the future
you can guide the nation down a
path towards betterment.
-- Adam E. Osborne '05
Check out the bike program
On a more positive note: the
bikes had an official release on
Monday. We are planning a campus-
-wide Community Bike Race in
November. And, we are trying to
host an Adopt-A-- B ikePain t-A-- Bike
event sometime this year.
Donations are always welcomed
in the form of an old bike to bring
back to campus. Volunteers are
also always welcome. I want to
stress that no knowledge of bikes is
needed. We can teach you. I knew
nothing about bikes when I came
to Wooster last year; and now I'm
running the Program. I can barely
ride a bike, so there is no reason to
be shy or embarrassed. The Bike
Program meets Thursdays at 9 p.m.
in the Lowry Pit for organizational
stuff and Saturdays 3:30 to 5:30
p.m. at the Pearl Street Garage for
Bike Repair.
--Jenny Lockerby '06
Community Bike Program
immediate effects
This is an election column. Yes,
I know, everyone is tired of read-
ing Voice elec
tion coverage,
but I promise
that after this
week (and next
week, when we
cover the out- -
andrewwaldman come of the
election), the
readership will hear a lot less
about it. In fact, coverage will be
so scarce, most of you will proba-
bly even forget we had an elec-
tion.
Don't worry, this column won't
list reasons why I am voting for
John Kerry. I think everyone who
is going to vote in this presidential
election has decided for whom
they are voting. So, I will not con-
cern myself repeating tireless
lines about Bush's "Need some
wood?" comment or Kerry's "lack
of a clear plan." Rather, I'd like to
approach the issue of state and
local politics.
Of course, many of you don't
vote in Wayne County. Many of
you don't even vote in Ohio. But
state and local elections are hap-
pening all the time, everywhere
sometimes two, three, or even
four times a year.
It is the effects of local govern-
ment that are felt most immediate-
ly. National elections, though they
hold great relevance in relation to
economic and military issues,
have a much more indirect effect
on the citizenry of the United
States.
The individual welfare of the 1
young generation of Americans
that is directly affected by the
decisions of state legislators,
county commissioners, mayors
and school boards. Each week,
these political leaders make deci-
sions that go largely unnoticed, or
worse, ignored while the majority
of Americans focus their attention
on the death toll in Iraq or the
progress of stem cell research leg-
islation.
Local government goes on in
spite of those "bigger" national
issues. But there are a whole slew
of vital political actions that vot-
ers can have a real effect on at a
small level. ,
Take this example of the effects
7
of local government in city school
district funding: last spring,
approximately 40 percent of local
school funding issues passed in
Ohio. That means that an over-
whelming majority of in-ne- ed
school systems will be cutting and
scraping for money very soon.
In my hometown, Ashland,
there have been a number of
school levy issues on the ballot in
the last few elections; you can bet
that many of the people voting
"no" on those issues are older
people who own land but have a
fixed income and cannot afford to
pay increased property taxes.
And I am also willing to bet that
the average 18 to 24 year-ol- d
Ashland resident doesn't give a
damn about going to the polls,
even though they have benefited
from the school system.
Luckily for Ashland, there is a
school levy issue on the ballot
alongside the presidential elec-
tion. There is a better chance for it
to pass because a larger number of
voters will visit the polls next
week.
But this is not always the case.
On those off-seas- on elections
when important local decisions
are made, many people many
young people stay at home.
I find it disgusting to see all of
the "Get Out and Vote" propagan-
da around campus during this
election season. Every time a
young voting advocate approach-
es me, I want to remind them that
theif efforts would be more appre-
ciated in the spring during local
election season. Everyone will be
out to vote for this presidential
election; there isn't a reason to
waste resources encouraging peo-
ple to do it.
But during off-seas- on elections,
there is a vital need for those
advocates. I am willing to guess
that many of them won't be out
there in March or next Fall when
there isn't a big election to push.
In any case, there shouldn't be a
need for these people everyone
with the ability to vote should
make a difference in their local
community by participating in
that political process.
Voice co-Edit- or in Chief
Andrew Waldman can be reached
atawaldmanwooster.edu.
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Halloween weekend preview of festivities
By Melissa Simmelink
Features Editor
As Halloween draws near, fes-
tivities on the College campus
are already underway.
To kick off the week, the
women of C. A.R.D.E.D. spon-
sored Haunted Halls. "It's the
third annual, campus wide con-
test where halls and houses come
together as a group and deco-
rate," said Jennifer McCrork '06,
president of C.A.R.D.E.D.
The halls were judged by
members of the C.A.R.D.E.D.
program with featured input of
guest judges such as President R.
Stanton Hales and various pro-
fessors.
Winners were announced for
best East Side and best West Side
Hall or house at the Costume
Party later in the evening at the
program's Dance Party in the
Underground. Those who partic-
ipated in Haunted Halls were
awarded with a pizza party.
Also, C.A.R.D.E.D. sponsored
a Halloween fhemed chem-fre- e
costume party at the
Underground on Thursday night
that featured a night full of fun,
dancing, refreshments and
snacks. The party included
prizes for best costume in each
of the following categories:
cutest, most original, funniest,
scariest and best group costume.
Already off to an exciting
start, the weekend promises to
include even more Halloween
themed events.
The Dream Program is trans
forming Lewis House into a
paranormal place for students to
brave and discover.
A notorious annual event, this
year's house will depict charac- -
Help Make
Hunger and
Homelessness
Week a Success
Come to the next com-
mittee meeting on
Thursday Nov. 4 at 7
p.m. in the WVN office
to get involved!
Illustration by Cassi Sattazahm
ters "and themes from horror
fdms and will feature a shadowy
maze. Special effects to heighten
the experience of the people who
dare to enter will make the house
especially haunting this year.
"To the student body, I say it is
a good time, a fun way to get
scared, and just an experience
that you would not want to miss
out on," said Marco Garcia '06,
student coordinator of the Dream
Program.
Admission is free, and the
Haunted House will be held in
Lewis House, which is next to
the Common Grounds on
College Avenue.
The house will be open on
Friday from 8 to 11 p.m.,
Saturday from 8 to 10:30 p.m.,
and Sunday from 8 to 10 p.m.
Immediately following the
Haunted " House," the Men-- of
Harambee will host their fifth
annual Halloween Havoc
Costume Party, widely known as
H2, on Saturday, Oct. 30 in the
Luce Multipurpose Room at
10:30 p.m.
Refreshments will be avail-
able, and the night will feature
music and dancing. Prizes will
be awarded for the best and
worst costumes.
Ramseyer Farm ' presents
another opportunity to enjoy the
season. The farm offers numer-
ous activities perfect for cele--
brating Halloween and enjoying
the fall season.
Pumpkin patches are scattered
across the property, and varied
sizes of pumpkins are for sale
with the option of picking your
own or choosing from a fresh,
pre-pick- ed selection.
Hayrides are available Fridays
and Saturdays between 11 a.m
and 7 p.m. at a cost of $2 per
person. The rides weave through
the farm and woods, and typica-
lity last 30 minutes;
Corn mazes are another
adventure on the farm, where
two mazes are featured. The
Ohio Corn Maze sends patrons
back in time to travel on recon- -
Interested In Writing, Photography
or Editing?
The Wooster Voice is looking for students to
serve as writers, photographers or copy editors.
Experience helps, but is not necessary.
Interested? Questions? Contact us at
voicewooster.edu
structed portrayals of Ohio high-
ways, rivers, Underground
Railroads, treaty lines and state
borders.
The history of famous
Ohioans, fun sports facts and
trivia on Ohio's presidents are
the themes of the maze. The
Mystery Maze is an eight-acr- e
labyrinth that has over two miles
of challenging trails to explore.
The farm's mazes are open
Tuesday through Friday 4 p.m.
to 7 p.m. Saturdays 1 1 a.m. to 7
p.m. Sundays 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
The farm is located at 3488
Akron Road Wooster, OH- -
With so many seasonal oppor-
tunities and campus events
available, this year's Halloween
weekend will undoubtedly be
one to enjoy.
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Dino's Drive-Thr- u attracts COW students
By Angel Pappalardo
Features Editor
As a quick and convenient way
of obtaining alcohol, many
College of Wooster students visit
the drive-thr- u beer distributors in
the Wooster community. If you
take the descending road from
Beall Avenue to downtown
Wooster, you can't help but run
into Dino's Drive-Thr- u.
Vic Cole has been working at
Dino's for 15 years and has seen
generations of College of
Wooster students pass through
the drive-thr- u. In his experi-
ences, he has been peed on by a
horse; bitten by a dog and
dragged through the drive-thr- u
by a car, but he had nothing but
positive comments about his
experiences at Dino's.
"I love working here because
the people are great and it's a fun
job," said Cole.
"I am here to please everyone,"
said Cole. "We love College of
Wooster students. They're like
my kids. They give us good busi-
ness and we give them good cus-
tomer service."
Cole also works as a bus driver
Hip-Hop- 's influence on
By Sarah Core
Managing Editor
The Men of Harambee present-
ed their fourth annual Council of
Elders forum, "Word on the
Street: Political Activism in the
Hip-Ho- p Generation," on
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in Gault
Recital Hall.
Speaking at the Forum were
Charles Peterson, assistant pro-
fessor of Black Studies and Isaac
Kidd '02, a communication major
whose T.S. focused on ideological
criticism of the commercializa-
tion of hip-ho- p.
They focused on the impact of
hip-ho- p in political and social
spheres in America looking
specifically at the involvement of
hip-ho- p artists in the 2004 presi-
dential election.
The keynote speaker, Black
Entertainment Television political
analyst Cousin Jeff, was unable to
attend due to illness.
Kidd discussed how the com--
and school bus safety educator
for Wooster city schools and feel
that both jobs make him feel very
connected to the Wooster com-
munity.
"When I started here, most
College seniors were five and six
years old. I've watched every-
body grow up," said Cole, who
often receives visits from
College of Wooster alumni.
"Not much has changed over
the last 15 years, but I definitely
see more girls buying beer than
before," said Cole. "The only
major changes I have seen in the
college students over the years is
the type of beer they drink," said
Cole. He has noticed an over-
whelming popularity of
Keystone Light and Milwaukee's
Best Light over the last few
years.
"We strive to give the best cus-
tomer service. Our goal at
Dino's is that everyone comes
through gets a smile and a good
laugh," said Cole. "We like to
cater to students at Wooster and
A.T.I, because they are good cus-
tomers. We often give out free
posters and key chains," he said.
To ensure a positive drive-thr- u
Charles Peterson, assistant professor of Black Studies and Isacc Kidd
'02 share perspectives at Council of Elders (Photo by Joel Servillo).
mercialism of hip-ho- p has
become politically manipulated
especially in its effect on both the
black and white communities who
buy the music.
"It poses a dangerous, danger-
ous situation in terms of the
themes it portrays to those audi-
ences," said Kidd, citing issues of
Mary Spencer, co-own- er of Dino 's
newly acquired business (Photo by
experience, always bring proper
identification. "We I.D. every-
one until we get to known them,"
said Cole.
If you are unsure about your
order, customers are welcome to
park in front of the drive-thr- u and
come in and take a look around at
the selection.
"We have practically every
domestic beer and hundreds of
imported beers. If you want one
that we do not carry, we will try
contemporary US culture discussed
sexism, stereotypical characters
and the glorification of partying
and drugs.
Kidd outlined the spiral of the
hip-ho- p culture from the early
music of the 1980s, when artists
sang about harsh realities of life
in urban black communities to the
later, commercialized music at
Alp
Drive-Thr- u, poses in front of her
Joel Servillo).
our best to order it for you," said
Cole.
All drive-thr- u establishments
have the same general selection
of beer, wine, low proof alcohol
(42 percent and under), ciga-
rettes, mixers and snack foods.
Specials on alcohol vary from
week to week, but banners are
hung above the drive-thr- u that
inform customers about the best
prices on beer.
Comparing the prices of beer,
the turn of the millennium, which
focused on wealth, thug power
and explicit stereotypes.
"This is not truly indicative of
what the black culture is about,"
said Kidd. He ended by pointing
out the recent revelation by black
hip-ho- p artists that they hold
sway with youth, as exemplified
by rapper P. Diddy's "Vote or
Die" campaign.
Peterson spoke next, focusing
on his perspective as a member of
the "Golden Age of Hip-Ho- p" in
the 80s. He explored reasons why
hip-ho- p became so prominent in
his generation.
"Many of us saw ourselves as
the children of the civil rights
movement," said Peterson.
"We were trying to find some
way to live up to the generation
before us," he added.
In this way, he explained, many
black youths were looking for
answers, and expressed them-
selves through the lyrics and
music of the 80s.
wine and liquor at Dino's,
Chaser's, the Icehouse and
Gary's Drive-Thr- u, there was lit-
tle variation.
Gary's is new, spacious and
well-li- t, making it easy for cus-
tomers to view
.their alcohol
selection. The atmosphere is
more formal than its competitors,
however, and its hours of busi-
ness are far less extensive.
The Icehouse sells an array of
drinking paraphernalia like hats
to T-shir-ts, and for smokers, and
Chaser's gives discounted prices
for those who buy three packs of
the same brand of cigarettes.
Besides minor differences in
selection, customer service is the
most important element of a
good drive-thr- u experience.
Open until 1 a.m. on Fridays and
Saturdays and 12:30 a.m. Sunday
through Thursday, Dino's has the
most extensive hours of opera-
tion of the four investigated, and
they provide stellar service to
College of Wooster students.
"These students work very
hard and go to a good college.
They deserve to relax and enjoy
their youth, and I am happy to be
a part of that," said Cole.
"I think that my generation's
role was to lay the foundation,"
said Peterson. "We served as that
link between the idealisrrrof the
civil rights movement and
attempts of hange among youth
voters."
Black Student Association
President Lawrence Lindsev '05
said he was pleased by the turnout
of approximately 100 students
and faculty members. "Even
though we didn't have our
keynote speaker, this was the
largest turnout we've had and it's
showing that we are getting more
recognition in the campus com-
munity," he said.
The Council of Elders forum
was designed to help the campus
community gain an understanding
of issues facing the black commu-
nity.
"The main aim of it is to cap-
ture different angles on issues,"
said Steve Osei Kufuor '05, vice
president of the Men of
Harambee.
Arts and Entertainment
Upcoming
Events
Cleveland Orchestra
Day of Music 919
12:30 to 6 p.m.
A free day of music, culmi-
nating in an evening per-
formance by the Cleveland
Orchestra.
Severance Hall
11001 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH
-- some events compiled from
cXeveland.com
Post-Electi- on
Poetry Reading 113 ,
7:30 p.m.
Co-sponso-
red by "Artful
Dodge" and me Goliard,"
this post-electio- n poetry read-
ing will feature poet Maj
Ragain, from Kent, Ohio, and
other area writers. There will
also be an open mic, where
any writer will be welcome to
share their work. Poetry need
not be related to the presiden-
tial election.
For information, contact:
Daniel Bourne, ext. 2332
dbournewooster.edu
Seattle's Coffee House
131 North Market Street
Wooster, OH
VIVA! Festival of the
Performing Arts
Jane Burkim 1112
7:30 p.m.
The Cleveland Museum of
Art presents a one time per-
formance by French actress
and chanteuse Jane Burkin,
whose music grew in popular-
ity when her song was banned
by the Vatican.
For information, call:
1-888-CM-
A-0033
. Cleveland Musuem of Art
11150 East Boulevard
Cleveland, OH
Lee Friedlander: At Work
105 to 116
7:30 p.nu
For information, visit:
www.columbusmuseum.org
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Faculty artwork on display
By Sarah Home
A&E Editor
The exhibitions "Eight Board
Feet" by Marina Mangubi, assis- -
tant professor of art, and
"handiwork" by Walter Zurko,
professor of art, are currently on
display at the Burton D. Morgan
Gallery and the Sussel Gallery.
This week, the Voice reports on
Mangubi's work. Next week, we
will look at Zurko 's contri-
bution to the exhibit.
Mangubi grew up in
Moscow in a family of pas-
sionate art collectors. They
saved their money during
the Communist times,
when pay was minimal, to
buy the collection of
Russian and Western
European art that eventual-
ly filled the walls of her
house. The paintings that
hung over her bed were
landscapes, similar in style
to the Northern Baroque
tradition.
Mangubi said that she
drew her inspiration
.
for
this project from Northern
Baroque art. She grew up
Marina
thinking of such art as
the
"glimpses of a perfect
Ohio
world the way an 18th cen
tury artist saw it far from the
Communist ideal that I was told to
contemplate," she said.
Her landscapes in the exhibit
are reminiscent of art from this
period.
"Even though I have become a
very different kind of painter, I .
still learn about the pictorial
space, the lighting, the lumi-
nosity of pigments,"and the sur-
face texture from Northern
Baroque landscapes the works
of Jacob Ruisdael, Meindert
Hobbema, and, even late Rubens,"
Mangubi said.
She started working on the dry-poi- nt
sketches that appear in the
exhibit during the fall of 1998
when she moved to Carvallis,
Oregon for a teaching job. After
driving around Wilamette Valley,
she quickly noticed the similarity
in landscapes.
"I realized that the semblance
was not merely coincidental. The
region bore the mark of
Northern European immigrants
who had settled there centuries
ago," she said.
Since she has moved to
Wooster, Mangubi still finds
inspiration in the landscape.
"In Ohio, where I live now, the
scenery once again recalls the
anonymous landscapes from my
parents' collection. I am now
Mangubi's artwork, on display in the
Northern Baroque art she grew up with
(Photo by Joel Servillo).
using images of Ohio to continue
the series of horizontalist paint-
ings and prints, which are exhib-
ited together with the views of
Oregon," she said.
To sketch the - landscapes,
Mangubi would drive in to a field
and sit in the back of her truck for
hours.
"Graphite pencil and, even,
crow quill pen marks were too
crude, so I switched to the most
delicate drawing medium dry-poi- nt
on copper," she said. Each
drypoint sketch took anywhere
from three to nine hours depend-
ing on its complexity.
"I have to be. careful because
once the mark goes down you
can't erase it," she said. .While
doing this, she can't see the
image, "which forces me to work
blind," she said. This allows her
to become acquainted with the
landscape, which she memorizes
Editors: Elizabeth Weiss Sarah Home
before returning to the studio to
paint it.
Mangubi chose eight-fo- ot long
two by fours as the ideal supports
on which to paint the landscapes.
"The long narrow surface, set
an inch-and-a-h- alf off the wall,
provided just the right picture
plane for the flat sprawling land-
scape," she said.
She compared working with
the small wood pieces with work- -
exhibit "Eight Board Feet" was inspired by
and her later travels through Oregon and
ing with a straight jacket, saying
that working with small pieces
was very different than working
with the large pieces she had pre-
viously used, though it taught her
a new way of painting that she
has learned to enjoy. This has
been a way of showing the humor
that lies in her work.
"I wouldn't be painting on two
by fours if I didn't incorporate
humor," she said.
Mangubi wants her painting to
be inviting and convey a sense of
familiarity. While people tend to
recognize the landscapes she has
painted as places they have visit-
ed, ". . . none are accurate repre-
sentations of reality. They are
mixed- - they are real and imagi-
nary. These landscapes become a
rendering of the real world and
the imaginary world," she said.
"I think there are different ways
an artist communicates with a
viewer through a work of art," she
said. This work is driven by a cer-
tain impression in time.
"That lets me link images sur-
rounding me with those of my
past and those familiar through
my study of painting," said
Mangubi.
Mangubi spent the spring of
2004 in Cassis, France, where she
was the artist fellow at the
Camargo Foundation. The
Camargo fellowship is
annually awarded to 10
scholars, one composer,
and one artist from an
international selection.
Mangubi feels very fortu-
nate to have received the
fellowship.
"I am very happy with
the exhibition. It is very
helpful to see the work dis-
played. Now that I see it up
I have ideas for other tan-
gents," Mangubi said.
Her next project will be a
multimedia installation
that will consist of projec-
tions of text fragments. It
will be very different from
her current project though
she says that her current
project still has a long way
to go.
"I will keep working
on it until I grow tired of it,"
she said.
Mangubi made three more dry-poin- ts
during her time in France
and is currently working on more
paintings.
.In addition to creating her own
art, Mangubi is teaching courses
in painting, drawing and print-maki-ng
at the College. Kathleen
Zurko, museum curator, said that
displaying art by professors who
have taken a research leave is a
service provided for the faculty.
The College has provided this
service for 20 years.
"This is yet another example of
the College supporting faculty
research," she said.
Conversation in the Gallery
with Marina Mangubi will be
held Nov. 11 from 12 to 1 p.m. in
Burton D. Morgan Gallery. The
exhibition will be on display until
Dec. 5.
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Marching season finale Sunday
By Justine McCullough
Staff Writer
The Scot Band will wrap up its
marching season with a concert
this Sunday, Oct. 31 at 2:30 p.m.
in McGaw Chapel.
At the concert, the band will
perform its entire repertoire from
this season's pre-ga- me and half--
time shows.
For drum major
Bryan Rodda '06,
the McGaw con-
cert is always
highly anticipated.
"It's a really fun .
concert because
we get to play the
whole season of
music in one sit-
ting," he said.
The Scot Band's
marching season
included a half-tim- e
show featur-
ing music by
Russian composer
Dmitri Shostakovich.
At the concert this
Sunday, the band
will play "Festive
Overture," "Fire of
Eternal Glory,"
and "Finale from
Symphony No. 5." For many
band members, the Shostakovich
show was a highlight of the year.
"The music
(
is driving," said
Adrienne Gudelsky '06.
Gudelsky ordinarily plays the
flute, but began playing the mal-
lets this year after a car accident
relegated her to the sidelines.
Despite her bad luck, Gudelsky
enthusiastically named the
Shostakovich show as a season
favorite.
Percussionist Amanda Trenton
'05 agreed. "I love Russian com-
posers," she said.
Rodda is particularly looking
forward to conducting "Maria,"
which the band performed along
with "America," and "Tonight,"
in a drill featuring American com-
poser Leonard Bernstein's musi
Eprtig Break 2D01. Travel wttn
8TS, Amenta's 1 Student lour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun.
AcapiJco. Bahamas, and FtorWa.
Now hiring on-camp- us reps.
Cal tar group dscounts.
IritormartlorvTtesavaaons
1 --600-64 S-- W9 Of
cal "West Side Story."
"I knew the piece and enjoyed
it before we did it in marching
band so I'm looking forward to
conducting that for everyone,"
said Rodda..
The concert order also includes
the selections "Back to the
Future" and "Birdland," which
were performed at last weekend's
4
tremendous marching band sea-
son that has been made even more
special because of the success of
the Fighting Scot football team,"
she said.
The band's relationship with the
football team is a special one.
Head football coach Mike
Schmitz will even be making a
guest appearance at the concert to
The Scot Marching Bandperforms alongside the Alumni Band home-
coming weekend. The Marching Band will be capping off its season
with a concert this Sunday (photo by Caroline Hotra).
homecoming performance that
included the alumni band.
For Gudelsky, performing with
the alumni band was a highlight
of the marching season. Over 100
alumni played with the band last
Saturday, ranging from members
of the class of 2004 to a handful
of alumni who graduated in the
early 1950s.
Soloists include Chelsea
Conover '07, Eric Panzner '07
and red-head- ed all-st- ar Michael
Broda '06. These three trumpeters
are featured in the traditional
"Exit Scotland," which can be
recognized from the end of each
football game's halftime show.
Conover also performs a solo in
"Festive Overture."
Professor of Music Nancy
Ditmer, who teaches music edu-
cation and conducting courses in
addition to directing the Scot
Band, is excited for people to
experience the band off the foot-
ball field, especially those who
have yet to see the band perform.
The Scot Band has "had a
-- conduct the band
in its perform-
ance of "Black
and Gold," one
of the College's
fight songs.
"We are look-
ing forward to
the game against
Wittenberg,"
said Ditmer. "We
wish the team the
very best and
thank them for
their support of
the Scot Band
program ; at
Wooster."
This is a spe-
cial season for
Ditmer, who is
celebrating her
20-ye- ar anniver-s- y
as band direc
tor.
After the conclusion of the
marching band season, Ditmer
will move her focus to the
Symphonic Band.
The Symphonic Band will per-
form three concerts next semester.
Along with the Tri-Coun- ty
Honors Band, the Scot --Band will
perform at the College on Jan. 30
at 2:30 p.m.
Their next performance will be
held on Sunday, March 6 at 4 p.m.
as a pre-to- ur concert that show-
cases the music that the band will
play on itsannual spring tour.
The final concert of the aca-
demic year is on Sunday, May 1 at
4 p.m. All three of the concerts
will take place in McGaw Chapel.
All concerts are free of charge.
Additional information about
the band's schedule and other
music deparment events can be
found at:
http:www.wooster.edumusic
additional
Elizabeth Weiss.
reporting by
the scene.
Hart cheers for his Team
When I was originally asked to
write this week's "Scene" column,
I had an idea all planned out.
Then, like Saul on the road to
Damascus, I was suddenly struck
by a vision: one so powerful, so
earth-shatterin- g, that like the
apostle, I
0
justinhart
found the
course I had
set for myself
was drastically
changed.
I saw the
movie "Team
America:
World Police."
Now, I admit I'm the kind of
spaz who likes hyperbole, but I
have concluded that "Team
America" is most likely the funni-
est movie I have ever seen. And if
it ain't, it's damn close.
Due to this intervention of fate,
I am compelled to write a review
of "Team America," despite being
commissioned to do a standard
"Scene" column. What can I say?
The Spirit blows where it will.
It is not within the scope of this
review to go into much detail
about this film's plot, and anyway,
I don't want to ruin the magic.
Suffice to say there are explo-
sions. Oh yeah, and they use mar-
ionettes instead of live actors.
I have long pondered this film,
sifting through its myriad gos-
samer strands of humor, and have
concluded that "Team America" is
funny for three main reasons.
Each succeeding reason encom-
passes the totality of the rea-
sons below it, like a ladder to
enlightenment. These reasons are
as follows:
First, as I said, the movie is
done with marionettes (puppets
on strings, to the layperson), and
these marionettes behave in ways
that I, in my provincial existence,
had never seen them behave. This
gimmick is simple but devastat-ingl- y
effective, or at least it will
be until the idea gets done too
often.
Second, "Team America" has
not only drunk deeply from the
inexhaustible well of cinematic
cliches, but it has used its alchemy
to turn them into something beau-
tiful. A wise man said that humor
is just taking a normal situation
and twisting it. Well, there is little
in serious film more hateful than
cliches, but little more lovely in
comedies than those same cliches
twisted just right.
Third, I'll warn you: If you
watch "Team America," you will
be offended. Heck, was offend- -
ed. If you watch it and you are not
in some way offended, I do not
believe you have had the full
experience of it. This movie per-
sonally mocks every member of
the human race in one way or
another.
For this reason, do not presume
to know the political stance
"Team America" takes on the
issues it tackles. For the chief arti-
sans of the piece are none other
than Trey Parker and Matt Stone,
the makers of the TV show "South
Park;" Parker and Stone, as any
"South Park" acolyte knows,
practice the true spirit of bi-partisans- hip:
this is, they just piss off
everybody.
As time passed after my theate-
r-going experience, I began to
wonder what the film's point actu-
ally was. Then it occurred to me
that I might never know, and that
it didn't really matter. You don't
have to agree with the big speech
one of the characters makes near
the end of the film, although that
speech will surely go down in the
anals I mean, annals of history.
But for me, "Team America"
reminded me that there are no
simple answers and that amidst
a scary and confusing world,
sometimes you just gotta laugh.
By the way, I don't think they
mentioned George W. Bush once.
In conclusion, this movie has
the power to bring about world
peace and cure cancer. I feel very
strongly that everyone in the
world should see "Team
America," including the elderly
and small children. I especially
feel that a copy should be person-
ally sent to President Kim Jong II
of North Korea, and that it would-
n't hurt to screen it for all the other
world leaders, either. Churches
should bus groups in to see it like
they did for that other movie.
In other words, go see "Team
America: World Police." Let
yourself be offended and revel in
the enjoyment of it.
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Moliere's satire still relevant today
By Sarah Core and
Elizabeth Weiss
Voice Staff
Moliere's "Tartuffe," once
banned for its controversial sub-
ject matter, will be presented by
the College of Wooster Theatre
Department this weekend.
Performances of the French com-
edy began last night and will
continue tonight and Saturday.
"Tartuffe," a satire set in the
17th century, was banned three
consecutive times after it was
first performed because of objec-
tions by the Catholic Church. It
tells the story of Tartuffe, a lech-
erous conman played by Doug
Buchanan '06. Tartuffe presents
himself as a pious man, fooling
the wealthy but gullible Orgon
(Mike Stratton '06) and winning
a place in his household.
Ultimately, Tartuffe's false
faith is exposed. Meanwhile,
according to cast-memb- er Robin
York '06, "hilarity ensues."
Assistant Professor of Theatre
Shirley Huston-Findle- y said the
play's dark comedy has far-reachi- ng
reaching implications in today's
world.
"Conceptually, I think the play
offers us an opportunity to
explore how we are as a society,"
said Huston-Findle- y,
who is
directing the play.
"Tartuffe" reveals
the dangers of
hypocrisy and
extremism, issues
relevant to con-
temporary society.
"Hypocrisy is
something that
never goes away,
and I'm sure we
can see many
examples of it in
our world today.
Just turn on the
news," said York.
York plays Elmire,
Orgon's wife and
the object of
"My role . . . requires a lot of
physicality in a very restrictive
costume. You don't know pain
until you've worn a corset,"
The cast of "Tartuffe" rehearses a scene. Moliere's
was banned by the Catholic Church after its first
(photo by Joel Servillo).
Tartuffe's lecherous advances.
While the play clearly has con-
temporary implications, the the-
atre department's production
strives for period accuracy. For
some members of the cast, this
said York.
The play has challenged its cast
in other ways as well. York
pointed out that the play is writ-
ten entirely in rhyming couplets.
"Rhyming couplets make it
over lines. While they may
sound pretty, they're incredibly
difficult to try to memorize," she
said.
I
For Buchanan,
playing a character
with appetites and
manners much dif-
ferent from his own
was demanding,
particularly when it
came to his close
scenes with York.
tirm 1 l
(,r(W ous'was a little
dark comedy
performance
awkward at first,
he said. "However,
I feel that learning
I I to work against my(J I actual nature for a
role has improved
my skill as an
actor."
Both York and
Buchanan admire
the work Huston-Findle- y has
done on the production. Huston-Findle- y,
who previously directed
"Getting Out" and "How I
Learned to Drive" at the College,
worked closely with actors,
in actors that they didn't know
they had," said Buchanan.
Huston-Findley-
's efforts have
"given the show as a whole a liv-
ing, organic feel," said Buchanan.
Buchanan also spoke highly of
the technical elements of the pro-
duction.
,
"The scenic design and concept
are wonderful and complement
the work as a whole," he said.
Huston-Findle- y said she is
revealing the illusion of hypocrisy
through the technical elements of
the stage.
"We attempt to create an illu-
sion we ask you to willingly,
suspend your belief for an hour or
so," she said.
The production strikes a careful
balance between period accuracy
and theatrical illusion.
"We're being very cautious to
keep this illusion and reality con-
trolled enough that we don't lose
the audience," , said Huston-Findle- y.
'Tartuffe" will be performed
Friday, Oct. 29 and Saturday, Oct.
30 in Freedlander Theatre; curtain
is 8:15 p.m. Tickets are available
has presented a challenge. darn near impossible to fudge "bringing out traits and abilities at the Freedlander Box Office.
Bobby Broom sweeps into Wooster for 2 jazz concerts
Bvy Elizabeth Weiss brief given his unexpected death mercial success, Montgomery's Chelsea Conover '07, a tram- - Art Blakey and The Ja
A&E Editor
The Wooster Jazz Ensemble
will open its 34th season next
week with "A Tribute to" Wes
Montgomery,", featuring Chicago
jazz guitarist Bobby Broom. The
Jazz Ensemble will be joined by
members ' of the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra in paying
homage to the late Wes
Montgomery, an innovative musi-
cian who, according to Professor
of Music ' Jeffrey Lindberg,
"redefined the possibilities of
the jazz guitar."
....
Montgomery was born in
Indianapolis in 1923, and soon
became a local legend, although
he did not receive national atten-
tion until much later in life. Word
of mouth about his talent finally
reached New York, and in 1959,
he was offered a recording con-
tract with Riverside.
"The rest, which was all too
from a heart attack nine years
later, was guitar and jazz history,"
said Lindberg, director of both the
Jazz Ensemble and the Symphony
" Orchestra-.-
Montgomery's impact
.
was
immediate. He achieved critical
acclaim and widespread popu-
larity.
"He became the model for an
entire new generation of gui-
tarists, as well as some estab-
lished players who recognized the
shape of guitar to come," said
Lindberg.
"Wes Montgomery had a par-
ticular style on the guitar that not
many other guitar players used,"
said John Evans '05, who plays
the piano in Jazz Ensemble. "It
gave a fuller sound."
Jameson Rehm '05 described
Montgomery's sound as "a sweet
bell tone." Like Montgomery,
Rehm plays the jazz guitar.
As his albums met with com
live performance remained elec-
trifying.
"His live performances still
left musicians and jazz audiences
"speechless-wit- h his virtuosity,"
said Lindberg.
Next week's concerts will
include a wide variety of
Montgomery pieces recorded for
both big band and jazz strings.
With Symphony Orchestra mem-
bers performing alongside the
Jazz Ensemble, about 50 musi-
cians will be onstage.
The Jazz Ensemble is com-
posed of 20 members, 19 students
and one College alumnus. The
Symphony Orchestra, which in
full form boasts over 60 members,
includes students, faculty mem-
bers, and area residents.
The Symphony Orchestra's
appearance with the Jazz
Ensemble is unusual.
"It's a different experience to
have woodwinds in jazz," said
peter. "It's a neat sound."
Evans is looking forward to
several tunes in particular. The
first is called "More Amour."
"It has this hot Latin groove,"
said Evans, who also expressed
hisdelight at the use of the trian-
gle in the song.
Evans also described a ballad
called "Golden Earrings."
"The chord structure is very
closely harmonized, and it makes
me think that I'm in heaven when
I hear it. It makes me cringe with
joy," he said. "
Wooster's musicians will be
joined by guitarist Bobby Broom,
who is currently a professor of
jazz guitar at DePaul University.
Broom was bom and raised in
New York City, and was making .
his mark on the jazz scene from
an early age.
"While he was still in his
early 20s, his work with Dave
Grusin and the GRP All-Star- s,
zz
Messengers, and Sonny Rollins
suggested things to come," said
Lindberg.
Broom attended Berklee
College of Music, a prestigious
music school in Boston, and
returned to New York. He began
to record and tour with a number
of jazz artists, and was a rising
star in the international jazz scene
throughout the 1980s.
Lindberg is looking forward to
bringing Broom to Wooster.
"This concert features a variety
of great jazz music: big band, jazz
strings, and a great guitar soloist
in Bobby Broom. What more
could you ask for?" he said.
'
"A Tribute to Wes
Montgomery," featuring guitarist
Bobby Broom, will be presented
Thursday, Nov. 3 and Friday, Nov.
5 at 7:30 p.m. in Freedlander
Theatre.
Tickets are .available at the
Lowry Center Front Desk.
Sports
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Pats at
The 6--0 Patriots visit Heinz
field this Sunday in a match up
against the 5-- 1 Steelers. Since
Nick is a big Patriots fan and Joey
is a big Steelers fan and both
those teams
are 10 timesfl--
n better than
the Browns,
-- W we're gonna
argue against
nickcross each other in
joeyvavra support of
our squads.
Joey: The biggest advantage
Pittsburgh has in this game is that
it's being played at Heinz field.
If the game were in New
England, it would be tough for
the Steelers to win. Pittsburgh's
secondary is a little suspect this
year, as they usually arehbut the
blitz is back in "Blitzburgh." The
talented Steeler linebackers will
be frothing at the mouth to get a
piece of that pretty boy Brady.
Look for Brady to face serious
pressure all day and make a cou-
ple uncharacteristic mistakes.
That ex-bun- gal bum Dillon will
be held in check all day. The
Steelers will easily keep him
under 100 yards. The Steelers
also have something this year
they've lacked the past couple
years: a solid run game. Staley
has been producing all year and
the Pats have had trouble against
the run early in the year.
Look for the Steelers to grind it
out on the ground and control the
pace of the game. And the Pats
better hope that's all they do
because they don't wanna see Big
Ben dropping back and taking it to
them the way he has to every
other team he's faced. He might ,
be a rookie but he's the best look-
ing rookie QB in years and he sure
doesn't play like it's his first year.
Although it helps to have Plax,
Hines and Randle El catching
passes, which they will do all
over the Patriot secondary;
Hines will make Law his punk B
this Sunday ... believe it baby.
The streak is done at 21 !
Nick: I have to be honest
here, folks. The Steelers look a
lot better this year than they have
Boxers -
Steelers
recently, but I don't see them
ending the Patriots record-breakin- g
streak of consecutive wins.
Sure, they're playing at home,
but we all remembered what hap-
pened the last time these two
teams met up at Heinz.
The Steelers were heavily
favored in that AFC championship
game and they lost Then they
came out and were embarrassed
by the Patriots on Monday night
.
at the beginning of the next sea-
son. The Pats have the Steelers'
number and will continue to beat
up on them this Sunday. I see the
Steelers getting maybe one sack
and a couple of rushes, but
nobody has really disrupted Brady
enough to get him off his game.so
far and the Steelers won't be able
to do that either. Also, with that
suspect secondary, the Steelers
can't hang with the speed of
Bethel Johnson and the moves of
David Givens and David Patten.
Corey Dillon, who people still
underestimate for some odd rea- - .
son, is gonna come up huge, pass-
ing the century mark with ease.
(However, Corey, or any other
running back for that matter, will
never have moves like those I
taught to my student, Tony Sutton.
Keep up the good work this week-
end, buddy.) But we don't even
need an amazing day on offense
to beat the Steelers.
"Big" Rep js indeed tnnph, huf
he'll soon learn what the NFL is
really all about with a swift
spanking. Anchored by veteran
linebacker Tedy Bruschi, along
with All-Pro- 's Richard Seymour
and Ty Law, the Patriots defense
will defecate all over the Steelers
on their own field. Also, you'd
better believe that Coach
Belichick has something special
drawn up to keep the Steelers
offense at bay.
Look for the Patriots to get a
big, early lead and then hang on
for a slim, yet convincing, win.
My prediction, just for fun, is
27-2- 0.
By: Joey Vavra and
Nick "I love being from
New England" Cross
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Scots look to continue success
By Molly Rallo
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster men's
basketball team has high expecta--L
tions this year as four starters and
10 total letter-winne- rs have
returned. Last year the Scots went
26-- 4 and were just points away
G
-
Isaac Ward '05 uses his deceptive quickness to get past Justin Bradley
'07 in practice (Photo by Joel Servillo).
from making it to the Final Four.
Even though one starter, Rodney
Mitchell ,'04ndJwQJieyoffJhe
bench players, Ryan (Jimmy)
Snyder '04 and PJ McCloud '04,
have graduated, the team still is
optimistic about their national
j championship hopes.
"We've been successful over
the years despite losing some
great players to graduation and I
think we can do it again this sea-
son," said tri-capt- ain Matt
Schlingman '05.
The most experience on the
team is in the post this year as
j they have three senior post-pla- y
ers, tn-capta- ms, Schlingman,
Blake Mealer '05 and Isaac
Ward '05. Schlingman returns as
a second-tea- m Academic All
American and hopefully 100
percent after missing some of
the post-seas- on due to a nagging
ankle injury. He was also award-
ed honorable mention all confer-
ence in the 2003-200- 4 season.
Mealer averaged 8.1 points and
4.9 rebounds through his first 91
career games as power forward.
Ward brings his 30 games of
varsity experience to the team.
Also in the post is the trio of
Justin Bradley '07, Tint
Vandervaart '07 and Jeff
--
Stevens '07. Bradley-mad- e-a
impact as a first year averaging
3.2 points per game and 2.1
rebounds per game. Vandervaart
has worked hard in the off-seas- on
to gain some more playing
time this year, and Stevens
played in all but one contest in
the 2003-200- 4 season and aver-
aged 3.0 points and 1.6 rebounds
per game. Add Evan Will '08
and Cody Drake '08 to the post
players and this makes the block
a hard place for opponents to be.
In the guard positions, Tom
Port '07 proved himself last year
after transferring from Miami of
.Ohio. Port is the first Wooster
player in 20 years to lead the
team in scoring (14.4 ppg),
rebounding (6.4 rpg) ancfassists
(3.7 apg) during his first season
with the program en route to
North Coast Athletic Conference
Newcomer-of-the-Ye- ar honors.
Andy Van Horn '07 also has the
potential of emerging as a key
player this year. Van Horn
appeared in 13 varsity games
last year and has the versatility
to play in any position.
Going on his third year as
starting point guard, Kyle
Witucky '06 has eight NCAA
tournament games under his '
belt. Last year, Witucky. stood in
the top-1- 0 in the conference in
three-pointe- rs made (50), three-poi- nt
field goal percentage, and
assists. Ends up that Witucky
has spent the most time on the
court than any other Wooster
player the past two seasons. s
Fighting for playing time is
Joe Agler '06 and Ryan Ridder
'07. Agler is more of a shooting
guard, but might see some point
guard play as he has averaged
2.1 points per game through his
first 34 career games. Ridder
saw some playing time as a first
year as he played 26 of 30
games and has worked hard in
the off season to improve his
defense and outside shot. Other '
people to look out for in the
guard position are James Cooper
'08, Devon Fulk '08 and Jamie
Yoder'08.
"Our team has a lot of poten-
tial to do well again with four
tartersTxranringrbut-weats- o
have some key players to
replace especially on the
perimeter. We have a talented
group of first year players along
with our returning guards who
will help us in replacing Jimmy
and Rodney," said Schlingman.
The Scots kick off the season
in their annual Al Van
WieWooster Rotary Classic
Tournament where Wooster
hosts Campbellsville University,
Ohio Dominican College and
Ohio Northern University.
After some other tough non-leag- ue
games, Jan. 12 marks the
beginning of the full-fledg- ed
NCAC play. The two match-up- s
against rival Wittenberg
University are on Jan. 15
(home) and Feb. 12 (away).
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Scots have best conference
By Michelle Erickson
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster vol-
leyball team enjoyed a relative-
ly easy week sweeping past
three opponents by a combined
score of 270-10- 8. The team
enjoyed a weekend in North
Carolina where they beat
Chowan and Salem before com-
ing back to Wooster to face
NCAC opponent Oberlin
,
College during their homecom-
ing game.
The team now looks to assure
their position in the NCAC tour-
nament this week- - with an
important match at Ohio
Soccer bulldozing opponents
By Dan Kremer
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster men's
soccer team defeated Hiram 3-- 0
last Saturday to remain undefeat-
ed in NCAC play. The win also
f H
tret
Kyle Janiga '08 shoots the ball past the Hiram defender as he led the
team with shots on goal with four (Photo by Sajal Sthapit).
gave the Scots their 10th victory
in a row, who have not lost a
match since Sept. 1 1 at John
Carroll. The win was another
dominating and impressive victo-
ry for the Scots. The theme for,
this year seems to be streaks, and
the Scots continued many of their
incredible streaks against Hiram.
Defensively, the Scots contin-
ued to baffle NCAC opponents
only allowing two shots on goal
Wesleyan on Tuesday.
Wooster defeated Chowan
College in North Carolina by
scores of 30-- 7, 30-2- 2 and 30-1- 3.
Several hours later they beat
Salem College by scores of 30-- 7,
30-- 9 and 30-1- 3.
Tiffany Rice '06 lead the team
offensively combining for 21
kills while Mary Kate Fowkes
'06 anchored the defense with
23 digs.
Heather Wolff r08 contributed
77 assists on the weekend. Also
adding to the defense was Sarah
Marschall '07 who totaled five
blocks over two matches.
"The trip to North Carolina
was nice a relaxing, we got to
in the shutout. Goalkeeper David
Treleven '06 made one save on
the day, recording his eighth shut
out of the season and seventh in a
row. Trevelen and the Scots
defense have not allowed a goal
against a conference opponent so
7-
-
far this year. Trevelen continued
his scoreless streak, having not
allowing a goal in 643:13.
As impressive as the defense
was, the Scots offense was equal-
ly impressive. The Scots offense
struck early, when Brian
Conaway '06 scored his 1 1th goal
of the season 12:21 into the game
on an assist by Adam Milligan
'05. The assist was Milligan's
conference leading 10th and it
spend some time together and
everyone got a lot of playing
time," said Fowkes.
When the team arrived home
they began preparing for a
match against the visiting
Oberlin College. One of two
remaining matches in the
NCAC which are both must
wins for the Scots.
Wooster easily handled
Oberlin for their homecoming
match led by Rice's 18 kills.
Carolyn Ciriegio '08 and Erin
Schaffner '07 each added six
kills while Fowkes led the
defense with 18 digs. '
With the win the Scots
improved to 5-- 2 in the confer- -
was the fifth consecutive game
Conaway has scored the first goal
of the game.
The Scots did not score anoth-
er goal until the second half when
defender Gerry Ockers '05
scored his first goal of the season
on a double assist by Conaway
and Brian Goche '05. The double
assist continued another streak
for the Scots, who have accom-
plished the feat in three consecu- - .
tive games.
The third and final goal for the
Scots came at 75:41, when
Milligan scored his ninth goal of
the season on a pass from
Andrew Debord '05. The Scots
had a total of 15 shots on goal,
with Conaway and Kyle Janiga
'08 leading the way with four
each. Milligan had two shots,
and Ockers, Debord, D.J. Snell
'05, Clarkson Dzapasi '05 and
Adam Chapman '07 each had one
shot on goal.
The Scots have two regular
season games remaining against
Allegheny and Wittenberg. It is
. very important the Scots continue
their dominating play and finish
the season with two wins in order
to secure home field during the
NCAC tournament. The incredi-
ble and successful season the
Scots are having will mean noth-
ing if they don't complete their
biggest i goal of the season,
defeating Ohio Wesleyan in the
NCAC tournament.
record in
ence and are currently in a tie
for third place with Denison.
Depending on the outcome of
the Scots game against Ohio
Wesleyan and the outcome of
the DenisonHiram match
Wooster could possibly move
up to the number two seed in
the conference.
, Wooster needs to win their
match against OWU and
Denison needs to beat Hiram
for the team to move into sec-
ond place.
"We need to finish out the
conference schedule with a win
over Ohio Wesleyan, that part is
in our control, then we'll hope
that Denison can take care of
14
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Hiram so we can be second in
the league, but it's definitely up
to us to take care of Ohio
Wesleyan first, then root for
Denison," Fowkes added.
The team faces a busy week
as they head to Delaware on
Tuesday to make up their game
with Ohio Wesleyan before
heading to Case Western
Reserve on Wednesday for a
non-conferen- ce match up.
The team heads to Wittenberg
on Friday for a two day tourna-
ment where they will face tough
match-up- s against powerhouses
Franklin University, Mount
Union and Capital to finish out
the regular season.
O ... "
James Cooper '08 was just one of the contestants in the men's bas-
ketball Homecoming Hoops Madness. Although he did not win the
contest, he still ran away as one of the crowd favorites. Tom Port '06
walked away with the win after beating Tim Vandervaart '07.
Homecoming Madness helped the community and school get excited
for the upcoming season (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
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Football
By Chris Sweeney
Staff Writer
The Wooster Scots football
team has had two victories over
the last two weeks. The first and
more significant was a 33-3- 0 Vic-
tory on the road over the Wabash
Little Giants who were ranked
13 in the American Football
Coaches Association (AFCA)
Division III polls before the game.
Tony Sutton '05 put up a solid
game, tallying up 150 rushing
yards and two touchdowns going
over the 100-yar- d rushing mark
for the 15th straight game. Justin
Schafer '07 put up 245 total,
yards, 77 rushing yards and a
touchdown plus 168 yards
through the air. Richie McNally
'05 was the top receiver, account-
ing for 107 yards.
Defensively, the Scots held
Wabash to a measly 32 yards
rushing but allowed the Little
Giants to put up 347 yards pass-
ing with four touchdowns. The
defense forced five sacks and
two interceptions. 4
"The key was a good week of
preparation. We came out firing
and shut down their key players,"
said Bobby Vega '05
In the first quarter, Wabash
struck first off of a 10-pl- ay 78-ya- rd
drive ending in a four-yar- d
touchdown reception. The extra
point failed, giving the Little
Giants a 6-- 0 lead. Wooster retali-
ated with a 16-ya- rd drive ending
in a field goal by McNally. As the
t
quarter winded down, Chris Craig
'07 intercepted a pass and
returned it 20 yards for a touch-
down. The two-poi- nt conversion
failed but the Scot's took a 9-- 6
lead at the end of the first.
Sutton broke loose in the sec-
ond quarter, putting up a 38-ya- rd
rushing touchdown to extend the
lead to 16--6. Wabash drove back
down and put up a 35-ya- rd field
goal off of a 14-ya- rd drive.
Wooster ended the half with a
long 15-pl- ay 72-ya- rd drive
capped off by a McNally field
goal from 27-yar- ds out giving the
Scots a 19-- 9 halftime lead.
Wooster seemed to have put
the game away in the third, tak-
ing a commanding 33-- 9 lead with
15
embarrasses struggling Yeoman 59-1-3
- V";
1 .
five minutes remaining. Their
first score came with 10:48 left
off of a 24-ya- rd drive capped off
by a 15-ya- rd touchdown run by
Schafer. Then with 5:18 remain-
ing, the Scots mounted a 70-ya- rd
drive complete with a 6-y- ard
Sutton touchdown.
Wabash would not go down
without giving Wooster a good
scare. As time ran out in the third,
Wabash put up an 80-ya- rd drive
-
----
--
-
Keith Adams '07 gracefully returns
which led to a 59-1- 3 win (Photo by
completed by an 11 --yard pass to
cut the lead down to 17. Wooster
was forced to punt to start off the
fourth quarter and Wabash
pounced, forming a 67-ya- rd drive
finished with a seven-yar- d touch-
down pass but failed a two-poi- nt
conversion cutting the lead down
toll.
After Wooster was able to milk
the clock driving down to the
Wabash 28-ya- rd line but stalled
on a failed fourth down try,
Wabash struck Back. This time
with a 3:15 72-ya- rd drive that fin-
ished with a 25-ya- rd touchdown
pass. A successful two-poi- nt con-
version cut Wooster's once 24-poi- nt
lead down to three.
Wooster needed first downs to
speed up the remaining five min-
utes of game time, but the drive
stalled and with tough winds the
Scots' could only get off a 26-ya- rd
punt starting Wabash off on
the Wooster 49 yard-lin- e with
3:27 left in the game.
Wooster's defense forced a
third and 17 after the first two
plays of the drive, but Wabash
connected a 12-ya- rd pass fol-
lowed by a six-ya- rd pass comple-
tion to convert the fourth down.
After another first, down, Brian
Kight '05 stepped up and made a
huge interception returning it to
the 25-ya- rd line giving the Scots
the ball with 1:21 left to play.
a punt against the Oberlin Yeomen
Caroline Hotra).
Still, the Little Giants were not
done fighting, with two time outs
left, Wabash was able to stop the
clock and then stuff Sutton for a
six-yar- d loss on third down.
Wooster punted the ball 27-yar- ds
and Wabash had the ball with 19
seconds to play. The very next
play was a 16-ya- rd completion to
the Wooster 32-ya- rd line, getting
Wabash into field goal range.
The 49-ya- rd attempt failed going
to the right.
The loss dropped Wabash to 5-- 1
on the season, 3-- 1 in the North
Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC), and caused them to
tumble down to the number 24
slot in the AFCA polls. This is the
first time that Wooster has ever
beaten Wabash on the road, end-
ing Wabash's 17-ga- me home win-
ning streak. Wooster on the other
hand improved to 6-- 0 overall, 3-- 0
in the NCAC, and rose up to 1 1
in the AFCA polls.
-- Wooster's second win 'came
against the Oberlin Yeomen who,
with the loss, is now 0-- 7 overall,
04 in the NCAC. The big home-
coming win was decided in the
first half when the Scots went up
49-- 0 and finished it out with a 59-1- 3
win.
Sutton put up 183 rushing yards
and three touchdowns on the
ground. Schafer threw for three
of the four passing touchdowns
and two interceptions racking up
158 passing yards. Bob Reif '07
who accounted for 37 passing
yards threw the other touchdown.
McNally was his top target
accounting for 87 yards and two
touchdowns. Shaun Swearingen
'07 and Aaron Gertz '07 had one
touchdown catch each and tallied
up 49 and 27 yards respectively.
Wooster's defense forced one
fumble, two interceptions, and a
whopping eight sacks. The
Heartbreak season
By Molly Rallo
Sports Editor
The Wooster Fighting Scots
women's soccer team dropped two
NCAC games this past week to
close themselves out of any playoff
hopes. On Oct. 16 Denison shut-
down the Scots 2-- 0 in a dominating
way. Wooster. then was conquered
in a heartbreaker to Allegheny
College in overtime on Oct. 20.
"It is really unfortunate that we
didn't make it into the tournament.
When it came to the conference
games, we were just very unlucky,"
said captain Brianna Lux '05. '
In the first half against the Big
Red the Fighting Scots were shut-
out as they were held to just one
shot on goal and zero corner kicks.
The .only score in the first half
came from Kia Anderson '08 of
Denison when she kicked the ball
from approximately 18 yards out
and it passed Wooster goaltender,
Becca Scina '06. Scina ended up
making five saves on the night.
Once the second half started,
the Scots picked up their game as
they out-sh- ot Denison 12-1- 0, but
could not find the back of the goal
because Denison 's Liz Gillette '08
Defense held Oberlin to 198
yards passing and a very pathetic 4.
four yards rushing.
"On defense, we need to be
sure on our assignments so no big
plays can hurt us," said Vega.
Wooster's victory over Oberlin
improves their record to 7-- 0
overall, 4-- 0 in the NCAC, causes
them to jump four spots breaking
into the top 10 at 7 in the AFCA
Division III polls, and they rise
three spots to 8 in the D3foot-ball.co- m
Top 25 polls. Next
week the Scots are away at
Hiram who is 0-- 7 overall and 0-- "
4 in the NCAC."
"We can't overlook anyone,"
said Vega, "even though Hiram
is considered the weakest team
in our conference, we need to
treat them as serious as any
other game. Then we will worry
about Wittenberg, that will be a
big game."
made 10 saves on the day. In the
second half, the Big Red scored
another goal to increase the lead
to 2-- 0.
Against Allegheny, it looked as
though the Scots were leaving the
field with a win as they entered
the final five minutes with a 1- -0
lead, but Ashley Rogerson '06 of
Allegheny was able to find the
goal with 3:59 left in regulation.
Rogerson struck again in over-
time as she kicked the game-winnin- g
goal just 3:25 into the first
extra session.
The lone goal for the Scots
came early in the second half
from Jen Jones '06 assisted by
Laura Ayer '08. This goal marks
Jones first career goal for the
Scots and Ayers first assist.
"We went undefeated in the
non-conferen- ce, but that doesn't
matter if you want to make it
into post-seaso- n. The good
thing is it is still a really young
team, and they will be awesome
next year," said Lux, "it's just
sad for the seniors, but I'm sure
I can speak on behalf of all the
seniors and say that these four
years playing at Wooster have
been unforgettable."
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Field hockey sets course for NCAC Tournament
By David Murray
Sports Editor
In a season that held such high
expectations, the Wooster field
hockey team experienced various
road blocks in their quest to live
up to their preseason number one
Lindsay Tingley '06 shoots the ball past the defender the leading scor-
er for the Fighting Scots (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
ranking. It appears that all the
Scots needed was some time to
mold into the North Coast
Athletic Champion that many
thought they were.
Wooster's season is a tale of
two seasons. Through the first
nine games the Scots played
uncharacteristically poorly with a
5-- 4 record. Through their last nine
games, however they have
regained their form and displayed
this with an 8-- 1 record.
"Compared to the beginning of
the season now we have become
extremely effective on the offense
which has lead to our success,"
said Beth Skelton '05.
The Scots climbed back into the
thicket of the NCAC race after
notching their fifth and sixth
straight wins by defeating Ohio
Wesleyan University and Seton
Hill this past weekend.
On Oct. 23, the Scots hosted
Ohio Wesleyan and made it clear
to the Battling Bishops that they
would not be leaving Cindy Barr
Memorial Field victorious. Anlyn
Addis '06 punctuated this state-
ment as she scored the first goal
of the game with 10:25 left before
halftime. Angela Arnold '05 kept
the pressure on as she rebounded
a missed shot by Ashley Arnold
'05 to put the Scots up 2-- 0 head-
ing into the half.
Throughout the first half
Wooster had OWU on their heels
with their 1 1 shots on goal com-
pared to the Bishops lone shot
attempt.
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The second half was no differ-
ent for the Scots. Earlier in the
season they let some games' slip
away in the second half but this
time was not the case. Addis
added her second goal of the game
and of the year off an assist from
Lindsey Tingley '05. Tingley was
not done setting up teammates for
scoring opportunities as she found
Katelin Bugler '06 to seal the
game at 4-- 0. The assist was
Tingley 's fifth and the goal was
Bulger's sixth.
Wooster's offensive aggressive-
ness was the story of the game.
Wesleyan's offense had no chance
to penetrate Wooster's defense.
On the game the Scots had 25
shots compared to a measly five
by the Bishops. If by some fluke
that OWU had a scoring opportu-
nity. Anne Leigh '07 and Skelton
made sure that no shot got past
them as the goalie tandem com-
bined for three saves on the day.
The game was a huge boost for
them as they finished out NCAC
play with an 8-- 4 and qualified for
the tournament. In their impres-
sive six game win streak the Scots
were 4-- 0 against conference com-
petition. During the streak they
were able to beat Wittenberg
which was the best record in the
conference.
"These last couple games have
Scots get revenge after last
season's loss to Oberlin
Rushing ' No Net TD Lg Avg
Tony Sutton
.22 183 3 44 8.3
Allen Skinner 3 35 0 22 11.7
Justin Schafer 4 18 0 8 4.5
Sean Anderson 1 14 0 14 14.0
AmilTinsley 2 13 0 11 6.5
Kevin Williams 9 10 0 5 1.1
BobReif 1 -- 5 0 0 --5.0
Passing Art Cmp Int Yds TD
Justin Schafer 18 10 2 158 3
BobReif 4 4 0 37 1
J.D. Lyle 3 2 ' 1 23 0
Receiving No. Yds TD Long
Richie McNally ' 5 87 2 42
Shaun Swearingen 3 49 1 24
Aaron Gertz 3 27 1 11
Matt Tootle - 1 19 0 19
GregPeltt 1 13 0 13
BenSchrcck 1 13 0 13
Mike Marshall 17 0 7
Tim Slovensky 1 3 0 3
been important, we have stepped
it up. Our win streak has given us
an edge over others teams and we
are hitting our stride at the right
point in the season," said Skelton.
After their impressive victory
on Saturday the Scots had to trav-
el to Pittsburgh Penn., to close out
their regular season against Seton
Hill. At halftime it appeared that
Wooster may have still been cele-
brating their victory from the pre-
vious day. Starting the second
period the Scots found themselves
trailing 2-- 1.
The Griffins had matched
Wooster as each team had seven
shots on goal. The Scots solidified
their defense and their offense
took flight as they maimed the
Griffins with a strong second half
that resulted in a 4--2 victory.
The scoring was a team effort
as every goal was scored by a dif-
ferent player. Katy Baron '07,
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Sports Data
Field Hockey defeats Seton
. Hill 4-- 2
Player Sh G A
GK 4 Anne UigrL." -
10 ArnoldAshley - - -
12 Miranda Leickly..... - - -
13 Kate Persing - - -
15 Sarah Hamerstone.... -
16 Angela Arnold -
22 Katy Baron 2 1 -
23 Anlyn Addis 2 1
25 Lindsay Tingley..... 6 - I
30GinaCrough 1 - -
36 Kelley Hubbell 5 - -
Substitutes
3 Beth Skelton . - -
17 Johanna Taylor. - -
18 Ashley Minton - 1
26 Gillian Helwig -
28 Katelin Bugler. 2 1 -
Player MIN GA Saves
4 Anne Leigh 26:28 "2 2
3 Beth Skelton. 43:32 0 0
Addis, Ashley Minton '06 and
Bulger all found the back of the
net. Once again Leigh and
Skelton shared goalie time and
shut down the Seton Hill's arse-
nal.
Heading into the post season,
the Scots have a variety of options
they can look to for goals. Tingley
leads the team with eight goals,
Addis and Angela Arnold are tied
for second on the team with seven
goals apiece and Bulger is third
with six. With offense coming
from an assortment of players it is
hard for the opposing team to
focus on stopping one player
because others will pick up the
slack.
There are three keys for
Wooster's success in the post sea-
son. "We heed to have good on
field communication, have a good
passing game, and be confident,"
said Skelton.
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UPCOMING GAMES
Volleyball vs. Franklin :
Wittenberg Invatitional
6:30 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Mt. Union 10 a.m.
Football Hiram 1 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Wittenberg '
3 p.m.
Women's Soccer Kenyon 1 p.m'.
Nqitmbfr 3
Field Hockey NCAC Semifinals
TBA2p.m.
Women's Soccer NCAC Semifinals
TBA
Novpinher B
Men's Soccer NCAC Tournament
TBA
